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to the Tritium Production in the Airaosphere*
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Nitrogen gas is irradiated by fast neutrons from a U~35 fission plate and tritium is produced. The tritium is
identified and counted by two diferent methods: (1) The gas is put into a cloud chamber where the H' elec-
trons are identified by their range and counted; (2) hydrogen is separated from nitrogen by its passage
through palladium and is then counted in a Geiger counter. The average cross section for fission neutrons
with energy sufhcient to make the reaction proceed L4.4 Mev is (11&2l &(10 "cm'j.

This cross section combined with cosmic-ray neutron data gives an H' production rate of between 0.10/cm'
sec and 0.20/cm' sec averaged over the earth. Cosmic-ray stars eject H' at a rate estimated between 0.30/cm'
sec and 0.70/cm' sec. These two processes maintain a world reservoir of 50 to 110million curies of H'. This H'
production leads to a mean escape time of He from the atmosphere of about 5 million years. This is consis-'
tent with a temperature at the base of the exosphere of 1500'K.

INTRODUCTION

KCENTLY Norwegian lake water' and atmos-
pheric hydrogen' have been found to contain

measurable quantities of H'. The lake water is found to
have of the order of 1 part tritium to 10"parts hydro-
gen, while the atmospheric hydrogen has of the order
of one part in 10" hydrogen. Appreciable tritium
production is necessary to maintain the H' concentra-
tion in water. It has been proposed' that the fast neu-
tron reaction

(1) I+X'4= C"+Hs

may be the major production mechanism for natural
tritium. This reaction has been reported in the labora-
tory. ' The nature of the laboratory experiment was such
that it was difficult to estimate the cross section. The
reported value was 10 "cm' to about a factor of 5 for
neutrons from a thick beryllium target bombarded by
16-Mev deuterons.

This cross section has been measured here to an
accuracy of better than 25 percent for 6ssion neutrons.
H' production in the atmosphere from reaction (1) is
estimated to be about one-third that resulting from the
direct ejection of H' in cosmic-ray stars. This H' pro-
duction yields an average H'/H' ratio of 2 to SX10 "
in precipitation and an average H'/H' ratio of 1 to
2&10 "in ocean water.

Exyerimental Procedure a.nd Results

A stainless steel container of 180-cc volume is ulled
to 1500-psi pressure with nitrogen and hydrogen or
nitrogen, hydrogen, and ammonia. Most irradiations
were done with a 50—50 mixture of nitrogen and hydro-
gen. The container is covered with a 3'2-in. cadmium

* Research carried out under contract with the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

1 Grosse, Johnston, Wolfgang, and Libby, Science 113,1, (1951).
2V. Faltings and P. Harteck, Nature 166, 1109 (1950); Z.

Naturforsch. Sa, 438 (1950).' W. F. Libby, Phys. Rev. 69, 671 (1946).
4 R. Cornog and W. F. I ibby, Phys. Rev. 59, 1046 (1941).

sheet to eliminate slow neutrons. This container is
placed in the fission plate facility of the Brookhaven

' reactor. ' ' The gas is irradiated for four or five days; the
container is not very radioactive upon removal so no
special handling precautions are necessary. The gas is
emptied directly from the container into an expansion
cloud chamber of 10-liter volume or into a Bask con-
nected to a palladium thimble and counter filling system.

In the normal cloud-chamber filling procedure, the
cloud chamber is first evacuated. Alcohol and tank
hydrogen are added to an initial pressure of 37.5 cm
Hg; then the irradiated mixture is let into a chamber
pressure of 115.5 cm, which is just over 1-', atmospheres.
After a few expansions, the chamber operates with well-
defined tracks. There are about Ave tritium electrons in
each photograph; less than one hundred photographs
are necessary for good statistics. Independent track
counts made by D. Schwarzer and the author agreed
much better than the statistical accuracy. The back-
ground of slow electrons that might be confused with
tritium electrons is about one per photograph. The
background is determined before and after each run
by filling the container in exactly the same way as with
the irradiated sample and using this gas as the chamber
filling. If any tritium were left in the walls of the con-
tainer, it would show itself in the second background.
Any tritium originally in the container walls would show
itself in the first background. Table I summarizes the
cloud-chamber data.

The only runs in which tritium is not noticed are the
irradiations with pure hydrogen and with no U"' plate.
In the 119-hour irradiation, the mixture is let into the
cloud chamber by bubbling through a water tower.
Titration of the water with HC1 showed 99 percent of
the NH3 to be trapped in the water. In the 140-hour

The fission plate facility is described by D. J. Hughes in
ale Neutron Research (Addison Wesley Press, Inc. , Cambridge,
1953). The author wishes to thank Dr. Hughes for use of this
facility.' The author wishes to thank Mr. W. Kato for helping him carry
out his early irradiations.
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TABLE I. Cloud-chamber data.

Chamber
filling

procedure

Irradiation
time

(hours)
Irradiated

mixture

Background
before

Hs tracks (tracks/
per picture piet)

Background
after

(tracks/
piet)

Fission Qux
(averaged over

container)
neutrons/cms sec

How flux
obtained

Concentration of
Hs in chamber

(no. of Hs/
no. of atoms) (millibarns)

Normal 67 with
U»s plate

50% N2
50% Hs

2.3 ~0.2 1.0 +0.2 0.90+0,20 (1.0 ~0.3) X 10s Estimated
from pile
power

(1.2 +0.2) X10 4 (10.7 ~4.0)

Normal 134 with
U»s plate

50% N2
50% H2

5.3 ~0.4 1.05 +0.10 1.10&0.20 (1.4 +0.2) X10s. Thermal Qux (4.0+0.4) X10 14 (12.5 ~2;5)
(1.12 ~0.20) a

Normal 138 with
U»s plate

50% N2
50% Hs

5 6 +04 0 70+0 17 (080~0 15) (1 75~0.2) X10s Thermal flux (4.3~0.4) X10 14 (114&2.0)

(1.6 ~0.2) X10s Sulfur
activation

N2 added
first to
chamber

200 with
U»s plate

100% Hs 0.75 ~0.17 (1.3 +0.2) X10s Thermal Qux

Normal 122 without
Usss plate

NHs 119 with
U»s plate

Trapped out

50% N2
50% Hs

50% N2 3.97 ~0.15 1.09 +0.15 1.0 ~0.2
48.5% H2

1.5% NHs

2.0 X10s

(1.9 +0.3) X10s

(1 6 ~0 2) X10s

1.07 ~0.13 0.98 +0.15 1.09 ~0.15 5.5 X10s Sulfur
activation
Magnesium
activation
Thermal flux

Thermal Qux (2.8 ~0.2) X10 14 (8.5 +2.0) +NH3
loss

Sulfur
activation

NHs

Trapped out

1.3-cm Ds
added to
background
filling

140 with
U»s plate

50% N2 5.37 +0,39

48.5% H2
1.5% NH&

8.15 +0.55 0.95 +0.10 1,05 +0.10

(1.9 +0.3) X10s

(1.8 ~0.3) X10s

Sulfur
activation
Magnesium
activation

(4.1 ~0.4) X10 i4 (9.3 &2.0) +NH»
loss

(6.6~0.5) X10 '4

a In this background run. the container is filled with hydrogen to 1500 psi and heated at 100 C for 24 hours.

irradiation, the mixture passes first through a liquid air
trap and then through a water tower into the chamber.
Titration showed 99 percent of the NH3 to be taken out
in the liquid air trap. This trapped NH3 is later de-
composed over hot Mg, passed through palladium, and
put into a Geiger counter.

The cloud chamber is calibrated for tritium detection
by introducing a small "known" amount of tritium
either into the chamber or into the container. The
"known" tritium is simply a measured amount of
deuterium from a tank of deuterium whose tritium con-
centration has been measured to be (3.6+0.1)X10 "
by passing it through the palladium thimble into the
stainless steel counter. %hen 7-mm pressure of this
deuterium is added to a background chamber filling,
(3.&3&0.40) H' tracks/picture result. When 13 mm is
added, (7.15&0.55) H' tracks/picture result. And
6nally, when 13.8 psi of this deuterium is added to the
container with its background filling of 750 psi of X2,
750 psi of H2, and 22 psi of NH3 and this mixture is
passed through a water tower into the chamber, then
(6.7&0.6) H' tracks/picture result. These three calibra-
tions give one H' track/picture for D2 to H2 ratios of
(2 5~0.3)X10 ', of (2.5&0.2) X10 ', and of (2.7&0.3)
X10 ', respectively. Since the tank deuterium has a H'
concentration of 3.6X10 " a H'/H' ratio of 9.3X10 "
in the expansion chamber gives one H' track/picture.
The hydrogen in the chamber normally consists of a
combination of 32 cm of tank hydrogen with 39 cm of
hydrogen from the container; therefore, the H'/H' ratio

for the container is (71/39) times the ratio for the cloud
chamber. A column in Table I gives the H'/H' ratio
for the cloud chamber.

In several of the runs, samples of the irradiated gas
or of the chamber filling are stored in 1-liter glass
flasks. The hydrogen is later taken out of these samples
by its passage through palladium and put into a counter;
1.0 to 1.5 cm of butene is added to the counter. This
filling has fairly good counting characteristics with a
Geiger threshold of 1150 volts for 5 cm of H2 and 1500
volts for 15 cm of H2. The counter is a stainless steel
tube of 29-,'-inch inside length and 2~~-inch inside
diameter with a 0.005-inch tungsten wire; the length of
exposed wire is 29 inches. This counter is placed in a
low-level counting unit, consisting of anticoincidence
counters and shielding. This unit records the counts
with and without the anticoincidence counts subtracted.
Table II summarizes the counter data. The background
rate in the counter is 400 counts/minute with just the
shielding and 30 counts/minute with the shielding and
anticoincidence counters combined. There is no diGer-
ence in background with argon or hydrogen counter
fillings. Since the 400 counts/minute is largely composed
of minimum ionizing cosmic rays, the efficiency of the
hydrogen butene 6lling is unity.

The palladium thimble has to be outgassed before
each run since its hydrogen retention is almost 1/5 liter.
Successive rows in Table II for the same sample give

7 This unit was designed hy Raymond Davis. The author wishes
to thank Dr. Davis for its use.
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TABLF IE. Geiger counter data.

Gas mixture
before Pd

Gas and press. &

in counter

2.2 cm A
10.4 cm A

Counts/min without anticoincidence
(volts above threshold)

25 volts 50 volts 75 volts

406~9 416%9 419~9
405~9 407~5 419~9

Counts/min with anticoincidence
(volts above threshold)

25 volts 50 volts 75 volts

26.2+2.4 29.8~1.5 34.6~2.6
24.6~2.2 31.6~1.4 37.6~2.7

H&
counts/min
per cm H2

H3/Ht
ratio

50% N2 tank

50% H, tank
'0

Cloud-chamber calibration
filling with 1.3 cm of D2

5.5 cm Hp
9.6 cm Hg

15.4 cm Hg

7.2 cm H2
6.0 cm H~
6.4 cm H2
4.9 cm Hp

390~7 405~9 409~9
384~9 391+9 402~9
410+9 412~9 422&9

23.0~1.7 29.6~2.4 33.0+2.6
23.9~2.5 30.2~2.5 34.0~2.8
29.2~2,5 37.2~2.7 40.6&2.8

454&9 454&9 474&10 93.2~4 88.8%4 94.6%4
412~9 440&9 439+9 84.2~4 79.2a4 78.2+4
427&9 445&9 466~9 85.6~4 87.0%4 100.5+5
444+9 454a9 460~10 74.0~4 78.8a4 78.8+4

8.7
8.4
9.5
9.6

5.2X10 "
5.1X10 "
5.7X10 '4

5.8X10-

134-hour irradiation sample 6.5 cm H2
from cloud chamber 7.8 cm Hp

442~10 435~10 432~10 66.0~4
451+10 454+10 455~10 74.0+4

65.0%4
76.8+4

64.5%4
78.0+4

5.4 3 2X10 "
5.9 3.5X10 '4

140-hour irradiation mix-
ture from container

2.9 cm H2 424+7 436~7 459~7 49,0~3.1 54.0~3.2 65.5+3.5 9.0 5.4X 10-14

Decomposed NH3 from
140-hour irradiation

4.9 cm H~ 485~10 500+10 490+10 104.4~4 104.9~4 111.6+5 157 95X10"

140-hour irradiation sample 5.6 cm H2 438&10 438~10 439~10 60.3~4 67.0~4 68.0+4
from cloud chamber 5.3 cm H2 432&10 437&10 447&10 62.0~4 65.6&4 72.0&4

6.2 3.7X 10-14
6.7 4.1X10-

a-1.0-cm to 1.5-cm butene added to counter.

results for successive runs through palladium from the
same Qask. These increase by about 10 percent in going
from the first to the last counter filling which is indica-
tive of some isotopic fractionation. About 25 percent of
the original hydrogen is left in the Rask after the last
counter filling. The isotopic fractionation tends to
make the counter result somewhat smaller than the
chamber result. The 1.3-cm deuterium calibration gives
5.1 to 5.8X10 '4 for the Hs/H' ratio in the counter
compared to (6.6+0.5) X 10 "in the chamber. The 134-
hour irradiation gives 3.2 to 3.5)&10 " in the counter
compared to (4.0&0.4)X10 '4 for H'/H' in the cham-
ber. The 140-hour irradiation gives 3.7 to 4.1)&10 "in
the counter compared to (4.1+0.4) X 10 " in the
chamber.

To test the possibility that some tritium produced
during the irradiation might form ammonia, ~ irradia-
tions were carried out with a mixture of 50 percent N2,
48.5 percent H~, and 1.5 percent NH3. The NH3 is
trapped out in a liquid air trap and decomposed over
hot Mg. This hydrogen (see Table II) has a H'/H'
ratio of 9.5)&10 " compared to 5.4&&10 " for the
H'/H' ratio of the hydrogen gas carrier. This means
that when 5 percent of the hydrogen carrier is in the
form of NH3, about 10 percent of the tritium is in the
NH3. One concludes that less than 10 percent of the
activity is lost because of ammonia formation when
there is no ammonia carrier.

The fission Rux is determined in several ways. The
thermal Rux at the U"' plate is measured by activating
sodium and comparing its activation with that ob-
tained in a standard pile where the neutron Rux is

This possibility was suggested to the author by Dr, T„Fried-
man.

known. Cadmium difference measurements are made in
both cases. From this measurement of the thermal Rux,
a straightforward calculation gives the fission Qux and
its distribution over the container. The fission Rux is
also measured directly by activating sulfur, using the
S"(n, p) P" reaction, which has a 14-day half-life and a
1,0-Mev threshold; its cross section for fission neutrons
is 50 millibarns. The fission Rux is also measured by ac-
tivating magnesium by the Mg"(n, p)Na'4 reaction
which has a 14.8-hour half-life and, 4.7-Mev threshold;
its cross section for fission neutrons is 1.0 millibarn.
The sulfur activation is used because its long half-life

averages out Quctuations in pile power during the
irradiation. The magnesium reaction is used because its
threshold is very close to that for tritium production
in nitrogen. The pile power also gives an indication of
the Rux. A column in Table I gives the fission Rux

averaged &ver the container; the adjacent column tells
how it was obtained. The term "thermal Qux" indicates
that the fission Qux is determined by the sodium activa-
tion method. The different methods for determining Qux

agree quite well except for the run without the U"'
plate where, of course, they should not agree.

The relation between cross section, Rux, and tritium
produced is

l

NT/Nn= (NN/NH)tIi 0 (E)n(E)dE, (2)
~ 4, 4 Mpv

where NT/lV& is the tritium to hydrogen ratio, .V&/iV+
is (0.55) the nitrogen to hydrogen ratio; t is the irradia-
tion time in seconds, I' is the fission Rux averaged over
the container, a (Z) is the cross section as a function of
energy, and n(E)dE is the energy distribution of U"'
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neutrons. Measurements' " up to 17 Mev have given
rz(E)dE the form

zz(E)dE= (2/me)'e ~ sinh{ (2E)*'jdE, (3)

where E is in Mev. According to Eq. (3), 8.5 percent of
the fission neutrons have energy above 4.4 Mev. If 0-

is taken outside the integral and called 0, the average
cross section for fission neutrons above 4.4 Mev, then
relation (3) has the form

cVT/iV H ÃN/——.VH tFo (0.085) .

The last column in Table I is obtained by substituting
the measured quantities into relation (4). In the last
two irradiations 10 percent need be added to the cross
section to account for the tritium trapped in the NH&.
The average of the five runs give (11+2) millibarns
for 0.

If the Coulomb factor for tritium escape from C"
is included in the cross section, it has the form

a' = os exp (—ZiZse'/ized)
= o.

& expL —1.51/(E 4.4) lj, —(5)

where E is the energy of the incident neutron in Mev.
The substitution of relations (5) and (3) into (2) gives

o'= (46&9) expL —1.51/(E —4.4) *'] millibarns. (6)

The cross sections 0. and 0' give the same result for
the nitrogen tritium production by fission neutrons and,
as we shall see in the next section, approximately the
same result for tritium production by 'cosmic-ray
neutrons.

Tritium Production in the Atmosphere

Neutrons in the atmosphere originate from cosmic'-

ray stars. The rate of neutron production in the at-
mosphere is the sum of the C" production, the escape
of neutrons into space, and the neutron loss by (zz, n)
and other reactions in air. The mechanism of star
production need not be considered here. We shall be
concerned only with neutrons having less than 20-Mev
energy.

The C" production rate" averaged over the earth is
2.23/cm' sec. The number of neutrons that escape
into space can be obtained directly from Yuan's meas-
urement" of the slow neutrons as a function of altitude.
A plot of Yuan's cadmium-diRerence measurement as a
function of atmospheric pressure shows a broad maxi-
mum at 10-cm Hg pressure followed by an exponential
decrease for pressures greater than 20 cm. This exponen-
tial follows the star-production curve which continues
exponentially to the top of the atmosphere. The diRer-
ence in area between the exponential to the top of the
atmosphere and the measured slow neutron curve gives

' David L. Hill, Phys. Rev. 87, 1034 (1952)."B.E. Watt, Phys. Rev. 87, 1037 (1952)."E.C. Anderson and W. F. Libby, Phys. Rev. 81, 64 (1951).
'2 Luke C. L. Yuan, Phys. Rev. 81, 175 (1951).

the number of neutrons that escape into space. The
reason is quite simple. If neutrons were ejected from
stars with less than 0.4 ev, then the cadmium difference
measurement as a function of altitude would be parallel
to the star-production curve. More detailed considera-
tions" "based on the solution of the diRusion equation
would give the same answer. The difference in area
between the curves equals the area under the slow
neutron curve. The number of neutrons that escape,
therefore, equals the number of neutrons of energy less
than 0.4 ev that produce C".According to I-adenburg, "
half of the C" production is by neutrons of less than
0.4 ev; therefore, the neutron escape rate is 1.1/cm' sec.
The number of neutrons lost by reactions other than
(sz, p) in air is estimated to be less than 1.0/cm' sec.
The rate of neutron production averaged over the
earth is

P„=2.2+ 1.1+1.0=4.3 neutrons/cm' sec. (7)

f= (1—0.80o/o )". (9)

If E is 10 Mev, v is 6.3. And if 11 millibarns is
used for o, then f is 0.963 which means that 3.7 per-
cent of the neutrons produce H'. If 0. is taken as
44 exp) —1.51/(E 4.4)&J milliba—ms, then 4.7 percent
of the neutrons produce tritium. A lower initial neutron
energy allows a larger fraction of neutrons to escape H'
production. If the neutron energy distribution given by
Bagge" is used instead of 10 Mev, then the tritium
production is 40 percent smaller. An initial neutron
energy of 10 Mev combined with the solution of the
diRusion equation is consistent with the slow neutron
data;" higher initial neutron energies are not. The
tritium production by reaction (1) is between 3 and 5
percent of P„or between 0.10and 0.20/cm' sec averaged
over the earth.

How does this production rate compare with H'
production by other processes? A number of other
processes will be considered, but only one of them gives
a greater rate than reaction (1).It is the direct ejection
of H' in cosmic-ray stars. The number of neutrons from

» S. Flugge, Kosinzsehe Strohtzzng (J. Springer, Verlag, Berlin,
1943).

"H. J. Kouts and L. C. L. Yuan, Phys. Rev. 86, 128 (1952)."G. Pfotzer, Naturwiss. 39, 149 (19521.
'6 Rudolph Ladenburg, Phys. Rev. 86, 128 (1952)."Eriche Bagge and Karl Fincke, Ann. physik 6, 321 (1949).

The number of scattering collisions required to reduce
the energy of a neutron from E to 4.4 Mev is

z = ln(E/4. 4)/p,

where p is the average logarithmic energy decrease per
collision; p is 0.130 for air. The probability of producing
H in a collision is 0.80 a/o„where a is the cross section
for reaction (1); o, is the scattering cross section (1.5
barns); and 0.80 is the nitrogen concentration of air.
The fraction of neutrons which make v collisions with-
out producing H' is
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stars approximately equals the number of singly charged
particles from stars. Measurements" on the ratio of
protons to .deuterons to tritons have been made for
cosmic-ray stars in emulsions. A measurement" of this
ratio has also been made for the bombardment of Be
and C by 330-Mev protons. The highest percentage of
tritons is found'for particles from cosmic-ray stars in
the 15—50-Mev range. Here~ the proton-deuteron-
triton ratio is 3—2—1, which means that 16 percent of the
singly charged particles are tritons. The cyclotron
measurement"' gives for C a H'/H'+H'+H' ratio
of 12 percent, If the percentage of tritons among the
singly charged particles from 8,'ir stars is taken to be
between 7 percent and 16 percent, then the resulting H'
production rate is between 0.30 and 0.70/cm' sec. The
slow neutron reaction on, Li6 in the ocean gives less than
10 ' tritons/cm' sec; the capture of neutrons in deu-
terium gives less than 5&10 ' triton/cm' sec; the re
actions of spontaneous 6ssion neutrons on terrestrial
material give less than 10 " triton/cm' sec. The rela-

tively low number of cosmic-ray primaries (about
0.10/cm' sec) and their large energy make any appreci-
able contribution by tritons in the primaries themselves
unlikely. However, the possibility of the accretion of
tritium from space cannot be completely ruled out.

The two main processes, direct ejection from stars
and reaction (1), give a total of between 0.4 and 0.9
triton/crn' sec. This production takes place largely at
altitudes in the atmosphere between 0.5- and 30-cm
pressure. The tritium will be oxidized, swept down by
rain, and then diluted in the ocean. The yearly precipi-
tation" over the oceans is 110 cm and over the con-

tinents is 66 cm. The ocean area is 71 percent of the
earth surface; about 25 percent of the precipitation

' J. C. Wilson et al. , Progress in Cosmic Ray Physics (North
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1951).

'9 W. H. Barkas and H. Tyren, Phys. Rev. 89, 1 (1953).
~ M. G. K. Menon and 0. Rochat, Phil. Mag. 42, 1232 (1951).
"W. Gorczynski Comparison of Climate of U. S. and ENrope

(Polish Institute of Arts and Science in America, New York,
1945), p. 71.

over the continents Rows into the ocean. Therefore, the
precipitation per cm' per year going into the ocean is
L110(0.71)+66(0.25) (0.29)$= 84 cm. On this basis rain
should have on the average a H'/H' ratio between 2 and
5X10 ", in agreement with what has been found for
Norwegian lake water. ' This H' in rain goes into the
ocean where it decays into He'. The average H'/H'
ratio for ocean water is on this basis between 1 and
2X10 ".

During the course of time He' builds up in the at-
mosphere both by H' decays and by the direct ejection
of He' from stars. The He' star rate is approximately
equal to that of H'. Therefore, the He' production rate
is between 0.7 and 1.5/cm' sec. This is also the escape
rate of He' from the earth. Since there are 10' moles of
He' in the atmosphere, " the mean escape time of He'
is between 3 and 6 million years.

The escape of He' and of He' is determined by the
temperature at the base of the exosphere. Estimates" of
the escape of He4, based ori the natural n decay in rocks
and their erosion, give a mean escape time of He4

of about 3X10' years. The above escape times for He'
and He4 are consistent with a temperature of 1500'K
at the base of the exosphere. '4 If this temperature were
as low as 1000'K and the He' escape time 3 million

years, then'He4 cannot escape. On the other hand, if
the escape is caused by high temperature in the exo-
sphere for short p'eriods of time (for example, tempera-
tures above 2800'K), then the escape time of He'
would be too close to that of He' to be consistent with
the erosion of rocks.

The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance and
technical skill of Mr. D. Schwarzer who did a large
share of the work. The author is also grateful to his
friends in the Physics, Chemistry, and Reactor Depart-
ments at Brookhaven for many helpful discussion.

~ G. P. Kuiper, The Atmospheres of the Earth and P/anets
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1949)."F. A. Lindemann, Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc. 65, 330
(1939).

'4 Lyman Spitzer, Jr., p, 213 of reference 22.


